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Who is this large bearded fellow?



• storytelling and truth-telling

• collaborative teacher inquiry

• source-based teaching and 
assessment projects 

• identity / curriculum boundary

• student learning as food for 
reflection

• food and fire as food for 
reflection, too

       PACIFIC SLOPE



Content Shifting



• How and why of navigating new curriculum

• Recent developments and reflections on the 
new curriculum

• What Socials for? Translating values into 
instruction and assessment practice

• Role of Big Ideas and Curricular Competencies

• Burning Questions

Afternoon Session



What is the purpose of Social Studies?

Choose a position that best explains your view on what 
Socials is for.  Go to it and discuss why you are there.

‣Setting up students to explore self in the world and in regards to the Other -- 
establishing identity, empathy, interconnectedness, and ability to tell stories.

‣Becoming knowledgeable about the themes, events, facts, and phenomenon 
that have shaped our society -- familiarity with key historical narratives and 
timelines.

‣Developing capacity to interpret, think critically, and express oneself when faced 
with a variety of historical or geographic evidence. 

‣Practicing and building skills such as research techniques, map reading and 
making maps, charts, graphs, reading for understanding, writing for an 
audience, debating, etc.

‣Creating informed and active citizens who are literate about global issues, can 
defend opinions about current events, and are willing to work towards change.



What is the purpose of Social Studies?

Think about how your viewpoint(s) relate to practice

‣Course planning and unit design
‣Lesson plans and activities/resources
‣student projects and project criteria
‣what you expect students to say and do
‣assessment - especially the stuff worth big marks 
 
OPTIONAL
‣pick a SS course and brainstorm a lesson activity 
and an assessment item that aligns with your 
viewpoints(s)



Let’s try PBL on Public Ed



Let’s try PBL on Public Ed
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Dead Reckoning

✦ Navigating a path not with precise tools or 
external guides, but by referencing past locations 
and carefully charting speed, direction, and 
important variables



• SS Team tasked with compressing all 
“mandatory” content into K-10

• Convinced to use Seixas’ Historical Thinking 
concepts as the basis for Competencies

• Involved with some important work but also 
sidelined for key decisions; also not unified

• Article review shows some of these themes 
and also dissenting opinions

Curriculum Change -- SS



Big Ideas and Curricular Competencies

‣take a look at the Big Ideas and Curricular 
Competencies for the courses you usually (or 
would like to) teach

‣is their anything there that seriously “disrupts” 
what you are doing now... do you want it to?

‣main choice: adapt the new concepts to fit what 
you do, or adapt what you do to fit the new 
concepts

‣other choice: do nothing and see what happens



> Ben Newmark - Gimmick
> Colin Welsh - Choice and Flexibility
> Dale Martelli on Curriculum Change

• Each small group reads an article

• Share summary and reaction with the whole group

• Discussion about conclusions  -- what kind of soup 
do we make with all the messy ingredients?

Article Review



Parking Lot Questions

‣if we have time, no need to wait 
for the parking lot
‣what’s next?
‣implications for practice, PD, 
learning resources, technology
‣other burning questions


